Dovetail Pendant

Jowdy Studio treats porcelain as a canvas for color and design, allowing for variation of glaze design from piece to piece. Dovetail Pendant features hand painted geometric blocking in black and red glazes over a handcrafted natural (raw and matte) porcelain form. The pendant’s interior is finished with a translucent clear glaze allowing for reflection of light. Features black powder coated steel hardware. Total light length specified upon order.

DIMENSIONS
Pendant Shade: Approx. 5”H x 15”Diameter

FINISH OPTIONS
Specify light length upon order. Because each pendant is glazed individually and uniquely, expect variation in glazed surface design (pattern) from pendant to pendant. Custom glaze palettes available.

DESIGNER
Jowdy Studio

LEAD TIME
Approx. 6-10 Weeks

CERTIFICATIONS
UL Listed for Indoor Use

MADE IN U.S.A.
Pittsburgh, PA
Derry, PA
Dovetail Pendant in Standard Black & Red Glazed Design